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Introduction
A while ago Fermilab started using Kerberos V5 protocol for strong authentication, and by this time a vast 
number of computers, networking services, and users can work with it in some way or another. However, for 
most of us Kerberos is an annoying black box, tolarated only for the sake of easy access to telnet and rlogin. 

Meanwhile, many Java applications demand some sort of a common and not very complicated tool to 
authenticate the users. One day, every programmer needs to figure out who is running the program. The most 
common and least reliable way to do so is to get the user name from the system properties: 

String userName = System.getProperty( "user.name" );

You do not have to be a malicious hacker to break this way of authentication. And, unfortunately, there are too 
many reasons why people use different account names on different computers. 

Using Kerberos authentication in Java looks very attractive. Sun included implementation of Kerberos and 
GSS-API in Java SDK ver. 1.4, so we do not have to depend on third-party libraries. Existing implementation 
is pretty comprehensive and quite good (except credential caches). The problem, however, is that it is too 
complex. An average developer who writes some data acquisition application will likely by confused with
non-obvious API and hazy meaning of settings. And the chance that an additional month will be spent for 
building up Kerberos security is very slim. 

Abstract
This document describes the reusable set of compoments (known as Kerberos Module), that provides a 
uniform and simple procedure of strong user authentication for Java applications in Accelerator Controls 
Department. The Module is configured to work with existing Kerberos infrastructure, without changes in user 
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environments. 
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